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POTENTIAL

FATIGUE

PROBLEMS

IN FIRST-

WALL IAH?.R-CONTROLLED FUSION REACTORS

by
J. Weertmsn

ABSTRACT
In this report an estimate is msde of possible fatigue problems that
of laser<ontrolled
are likely to be encountered In the metal first wall
themuanucleer (fusion) reactors (LCTW). A review i.sgiven of different
sources that produce fluctuating stresses.
The largest stresses occur in
the formof
short wavelength,
thermoplastic stress pulses that start at
It is conthe imer wall and mve
into the interior of the metal shell.
cluded that it is likely &
suggested by Zukss)thst these short wavelength stress pulses are attenuated
rapidly with distance.
If they are
indeed attenuated
strongly, high amplitude stress pulses should not cause
fatigue failure of first wall metal shells. (Other sources produce cyclic
stresses that are of too low an amplitude to cause fatigue failure.)
Measurements are needed of the internal friction of possible first wall
materiels taken under conditions of high stress emplitude,and radiation
d—&ge-wfl,l indicate which materials can attenuate rapidly high amplitude,
short wavelength
stress pulses and thus be resistant to fatigue failure.
Rxper+enta
also are needed to determine if fatigue crack growth can be
14-MsV neutron collision cascsdea.
Whether such crack
growth can occur is only a theoretical speculation at the present time.
‘roducedby
If it doea occur after a year’s operation first-wall material may contain
a high density of millimeter length cracka.
(Stresses are calculated
for a spherical niobium shell of radius 2 m and thickness 1 cm. These
streasea generally can be converted to the values appropriate to a niobium
shell of radius R by multiplying by the factor (R /R)2, where R = 2 m.
Sines the elaatic moduli of other metals considered for a fi.rst”wall
(molybdenum, vanadium, stainlesa steel) are of the same order as the modulus
of niobium, the calculated stress values for niobium will be approximately
correct for all these materials. )
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INTRODUCTION
In proposed

thermonuclear
micropellets
and

10 Hz.

designsl-7

reactora

(LCTRS) deuterium-tritium

are fusion burned
Each

Pellf=t

out of which

be subjected

to fluctuating

periodic

.

bursts

fluctuating
msteri~

about

potential

1

MJ of

stresses because
energy.

can cause fatigue

fatigue probl-s

that
will

of the fluctuating

mated magnitude

is given

atresses

of these stresses.

fatigue damage likely

to be suffered

11.

SOURCES

OF FLUCTUATING

An estimated

energy

by the firat-

STRESSES

release

spectrum

1 and 5) is given

in Table

of the first-

ically, DT pellets

are fusion burned

the potential

is

of the

wall material.

report to

e~mine

and the est~

of the seriousness

of a DT pellet

It ia the purpose of this informal

first of

Thie review

MJ microexplosion

may exist for

problems

A review

of these

Since

failure of

LCTRS .

fatigue

of LCTRa.

followed by an estimate

en LCTR is constructed

of fusion<reated

stresses

100

It ia inevitable

bum.

the materiel

the sources

at a rate between

produces

energy in ite explosive
●

wall material

of laser controlled

I.

from a 99-

(taken from Refs.

Suppose

that,period-

at the center

1

TASLE
TYPICAL

ENERGY-RELEASE

MECHANISMS

Fraction of Total
Energy Release

Mechanism
X rays

I

FROM A 99-MJ DT PELLET MICROEXPLOSION1’5

.
Particlea

0.01

ALpha particles

that escape

Plasma kinetic

- 4 keV peak

0.07

plasma

2.2 x

0.77

within

first-wall
AR.

the metal

metal shellof

are produced

shell by microexplosiona

0.6 MeV
0.3 MeV
0.4 MeV

<2x

1020

3.3 x

1019

elasticity

problems

(1/2) Cr2/P holds

of the

the principle
the maximum

Stress Pulses

Produced

by Momentum

of conservation

becauee

of energy.

of the volume

of

Here v Is

to which

element,

the volume

element

u is the
is sub-

and B is an appropriate

elastic

constant.

to the
Thus the maximum

produced

stress

that can be produced

by the

in a
transfer

DT pellet burn if it is assumed

(1/2)pv2 =

element

of
jected,

by the transfer

of the neutrons

for any volume

Transfer

An upper limit can be aet to the magnitude

shell of the momentum

0.37 MN

In dynamic

motion.

the relationship

velocity

stress amplitude
the stress pulse produced

total average
I

14.1 MeV

shell is set into a ringing

radius R

Nhat cyclic stresses

pellets?
A.

2 MeV

19
;“; ; ::20

Neutrons

and thickness

s

1019

0.15

energy

alpha particles
deuterone
tritons

of a spherical

Energy per Particle

Average

per Pulse

of all the momentum

of the neutrons

to the

that all the neutrcma
shell is of the order of

are absorbed

uniformly

within

tually moat of the neutrons
liquid lithium

blanket

the metal

shell.

will be absorbed

that surrounds

(Ac-

in the
N>nVn(P/P)112

the first walL)
u=.

In an incremental

solid angle 6$2 the momentum

ried by the neutrons
Nn is total number
explosion,
10-27

ia equal to Nnmnvn&l/4T’

of neutrons

created

mu is the mass of a neutron

kg), and Vn ia the velocity

neutrons

are produced

with

sound wave

the thickness

shell

to traverse

(- AR(p/p)112

is the density

after

The

(< 10 ps)
for a

of the metal

of the shell and

are abeorbed

given by LX30R2ARV,

velocity

of the shell.

By conservation

v .

As the metal

2

R = 2 m and

of 14-MeV energy

with

momentum

of trivial magnitude.
the inner wall of

a distance

the shell thickness

MeV alpha particles

of material

da that Is small
(da - 2 pm for 2The transfer

in niobium8).

of the alpha particles

will be set up.

(0.32 bar or

will occur

of order of da.

The stress amplitude

of

in a

A stress wave
of this wave

,

will be of the order of

.

shell expands

per pellet

that strike

(1)

it becomes

and the radial velocity

stressed

decreases.

The

#

Namava(P/P)112
9

u=

4n

elastically

of radius

(p = S.6 x 103

(Vn = 5.2 x 107 ins-l) is only 32 kNm-2

thickness

of momentum

Nnmnvn
.
4X P R’AR

Nn = 3.3 x 1019 neutrons

compared

R.

niobium

R = 1 cm the stress given by Eq. (2) for

the shell will penetrate

where v is -the radial
that ARC<

thickness

P

in the metal a seg-

It is assumed

kg m-3 and v = 100 GNm-2)

The alpha particles

ment of solid angle 6Q of the shell has a total momentum

For a shell made out of

p

Immediately

constant).

(2)

R’ AR

4.5 psi), a stress amplitude

- 5 us for AR = 1 cm where

elaetic

the neutrons

(mn = 1.7 x

the time required

of the material

is an appropriate

in a micro-

in a time interval

4n

where

of a neutron.

that i.e short compared

.

“

car-

R2da

(3)

where Na is the number

alpha particle

(~

z 4mn), and Va is the velocity

pelleq

psi=

The wavelength

of energy

x is the distance

decrement

friction

For the rather large

friction,

tude would not decreaae

(17 MNm-2)

vanadium

1580 psi

(11 MNm-2)

a If the energy of the cavity gas is added to the
surface heating of the inner wall the stress
level is approximately doubled.

large

in traversing

particles
a

inertial

dy of the order of

that is deposited
(En = 4MJ) .

B.

by Temperature
by the neutrons,

particles,

and photons

raises

metal shell end produces
exact analytical
developed

metals

MJ of energy at the imer
of the 77 W

initially

together

surface

the metal

shell.

However, further

infinite

8

The stresses

development

in these effects.

(compressive)

at the inner surface

of the assumption

deposit

inertial

effects

C is the svecific

of energy will

2 m andAR

to exist

of the shell because

that all the energy of the alpha

= 1 cm,the

in a niobium

If the surfaces

temperature

instantaneous

spherical

(compressive)

stress of the order of u = pcx~T
(2.6 bars or 38 psi).

When

the surfaces

face.

=

is the

which

for

of the shell are not con-

in a fixed position, the stress produced

the neutrons
loading

Hereat

of thermal expansion
-6
is equal to 7 x 10
K-1.

strained

con-

positions, this

a thermoplastic

linear coefficient
niobium

rise

to 3 K.

shell were

in their initial

of R =

temperature

shell is equal

rise would produce

0.26 MNm-2

(for ni-

For the values

of the spherical

to remain

(4)

,

heat of the metal

obium C = 290 J kg ‘1 K-l).

of the

The analysis

stresses

where

strained

of the shell, and

for the case in which

analysis will bring
predicts

are

of the total energy of the neutrons

within

are calculated
are ignored.

The calculations

and the photons

shell

of the shell by the amount

AT = En/4TR2ARLC

AT

for four

that R = 2 m, AR = 1 cm, the 2-MsV

alpha particles

is deposited

after a micro-

His results

the metal

This sudden deposition

An

that exists at the out-

are given in Table II.

made assuming

4 N

atresses.

solution for this problem is being
9
He has calculated the

has taken place.

within

of the

by Roy Axford.

er surface of the shell immediately

let

AT given by

alpha

the temperature

thermoplastic

thermoel.aatlc tensile atrees

explosion

Gradients

For example,

of energy of the neutrons

uniformly

raiae the temperature

The energy deposited

of thermoelasticity

equetiona.

the amount

abont 3.2 x 104 N m ‘2 (0.32 bar or 4.5 psi).
Stress Pulses Produced

on this surthickness.

can be made of the effect of the

term in the equations

En represent

a stress pulse of only

is deposited

than in a layer of finite

on the thermoplastic

for a total energy of 1 MJ

per pellet, would produce

and the photons

face rather

An eetimate

of 4-keV energy would pene-

Their momentum,

steel

stress wave

the atress smpli-

appreciably

trate the shell to a distance

.

(24 MNm-2)

2475 psi

stainless

of 1 cm.

The x-ray photons

10 pm.

3441 psi

molybdenum

of the order 0.02 mm.

For a log dec. of 6 = 10-3, only a moderately

shell of thickness

(damp-

(10 MNm-2)

is represented

of & = O.l,the

die out in a distance

for the internal

Stressa
1410 psi

will equal o exp(-x6/da)

end u is given by Eq. (3).

value

= 1 cm)

BY R. AKFORD9

niobium

traveled by the stress wave

value for the decrement

SHELL

thickness

Metal

losses caused by internal

by 6,the stress amplitude

would

OF SPHERICAL

CALCULATED

of the stress wave ie of the

If the logarithmic

STRESS AT OUTER SURPACE

(Radius = 2m,

12ksi).

order of d . The amplitude of the stress wave will
a
decrease aa it moves through the metal shell because

where

THERMOPLASTIC

of

the stress given by Eq. (3) is u = 80 MNm-2

(800 bars of12,000

ing) .

TA8LE II

(va = 9.8 x 106 ma ‘1 for 2-MeV
19
For Na = 2.2 x 10
particles per

alpha particles).

-b

per pellet

the first wall, m~ is the mass of an

the alpha particles

1

of alpha particles

that penetrate

by

will be equal to u atAT but an un-

stress wave will move
Tensile

stresses

from each free sur-

occur after

the two unload-

ing waves, which move from the inner and outer

3

surfaces,

trivial

The strees level in

cross each other.

these waves,

of the order of 0.26 MNm-2,

temperature

is of

magnitude.

The 4-keV x-ray photons
in a layer of thickness
rise that ia produced

deposit

dy z

‘ner’y %

thus is of the order of 1.5 GN m ‘2 (15 kbara

or 217,000 psi).

decay to a much lower level because

Again,

friction procesees

1+=

rise for niobium

.

(5)

1 MJ and R = 2 n the temperature

calculated

rise corresponds
0.56 GNm-2

- patAT=

(5.6 kbara or

component

followed by a teneil.e component)

(an initial compressive

will

The remaining
microexploeion
deuterons

is high at this stress level because
stress of niobium

traveled

several

is approximately

listed

in Table I reeides

low-energy

of the stress
undoubtedly

the yield

gas pressure

pressure
~atedl,lo

the cavity.

within

in this

where

the wavelength

The shock Wave

to be of the order of, or less thin, 1 MN
2 m.

(The pressure

D.

Localized
Collision

by the alpha

localized,

Stress Pulses Produced
Cascades
cascades

short-lived

For 14-MeV neutrons
= Ea/4uRdaQC

,

(6)

(U-B/30)

Ea ie the total energy of the alpha partfclea.
is valid only if the melting

(6) predicts

=7MJ,

of neutrons

stress pulses

the atresa

and extends

pulse magnitude

Proposed

layer of thickness
designs

the vaporization

the metal

da.

cracks produced

the wall with liquid lithi-

the alpha particles

In the latter method

surface.

such that the fluence

with mag-

the alpha

The temperature

The angle of impingement is
is

reduced by a factor of 10.

rise given by Eq. (6) is thus re-

duced by an order of magnitude

E.

treatment

of

by such

is given in Ref.

Stresses Transmitted From Liquid
Inner and Outer Surfaces
If the inner wall of the metal

with a liquid
lithium
metal

are forced to impinge at an oblique angle

On the metal

of the order

the growth of fatigue

Clear-

of the surface of a bare wall metal

um7 or by deflecting

4

28,000 K.

of LCTRa avoid the problem of

shell either by coating

netic fields.l

2mEq.

rise is so large that

energy does exist to vaporize

in the surface

particles

andR=

that AT=

temperature

over distance

stress pulses

is

shear strength

A theoretical

localized

produce

in molids.

12.

However, for

da=2D,

fo~niobium

ly this calculated
sufficient

is not exceeded.

temper-

in Neutron

in niobiu&ll

of 10 ~

of E

iS smaller

is R.)

‘l%e collision

rice produced

AT

the values

a

gas or plasma has been calcu-

m-2 (140 psi) for R=

equal to dy.

ature of the metaL

These

alpha particles.

in value after tt.ewave has

la given by

This expression

in the

that have not fused and in

of the order of the theoretical

where

Gas Pressure

of the wave should de-

wavelengths

The temperature
particles

be

from a pellet

form a plasma or a gas that produces

the larger
creaae significantly

the

In

(13,000 psi) i.a greatly exceeded.

the stress amplitude

by Cavity

15 MJ of energy

and tritons

particles
The value of the log decrement

lithium,

lithium would

of this

travel into the shell.

is given a brief analyeie

liquid

of

to the metal wall.

relatively
order of magnitude

involves

Stress Pulse Produced

to a strsas

A strees pulse

Hence

201Jm).

the vaporization

wave set up in the liquid

transmitted

using Eq. (5) is AT =

81 kei) .

pulse.

(say, loda-

of avoiding

the bare wall, which

c.
Thie temperature

the Appendix

will

of internal

once the stress wave haa traveled

of wavelengths

pressure

ofmasnitudeu

this stress smplitude

their energy

‘a
AT = Ry/4TR2dyQC

800 K.

by the sudden

The temperature

in this layer by photons with

temper-

heating

In the method

For the value,

only to the melting

The stress pulse produced

a number
a ‘otd

is increased

ature.

end the metal surface

film of lithium,the

in this film can produce

shell.

In addition,

energy

shell

er surface

also can produce

stresses

the results

of calculations

is coated
of

in the

deposition
around

streeaes

The report compiled

at

vaporization

trons in the liquid lithium blanket

metal shell.

Lithium

within

by Booth7

by neuthe outthe
presents

of these stresses

made

for a shell of inner radius of 1 m and thickness
0.7 cm for a pellet microexplosion
energy.

For a shell of 2 m radius and a microexploof the maximum
-2
should be only of the order of 10 MN m .

sion of 99 M.J of energy
stresses

of

of 200 FLY of

the magnitude

TA8LE III
SUNMARY OF MACNITUDE

OF STRESS PULSES PRODUCED

BY VARIOUS

Stress
ksi

Stress
~ ~-z

Wavelength

Mechanism

Mechanisms

T
Momentum

Transfer

alphas

z~

photona

10 pm

0.0045

0.032

>Icm

neutrons
.’

12

80

0.0045

0.032

Thermoplastic without
inertial effects
(at outer radius as
calculatedly
Axford9)

1.4

10

Thermoplastic with
inertial effect

1500

220

560

81

photons
Cavity gas pressure

Calculated

F.

summary of Magnitude

of the stress pulses

111.

impingement

at an angle

of Stress Pulses Estimated
the estimated

produced

FATIGUE

that reduces

in various

magnitudes
ways and

by a factor of 10.

Figure

fatigue life.

1, taken

the functional

the rate of growth,

from Ref.

relationship

of a fatigue

OF FIRST4LiLL

12, shows
betieen

datdll, where a ia the crack

half length and N ia the number

sections.

BERAVIOR

of 1 cm for a pellet microexplo-

the fluence

schematically

in the previous

ESTIMATED
MATERXM.,

shell of radiua of 2 m and thickness

Sections

Table III summarizes

discussed

480

3300 (theoretical
strength)

for an oblique

in Previous

1.4

10

csacades

a Calculated for niobium for spherical
aion of 99 M.J of energy.
b

0.14

1

Transmitted from
liquid lithium layers
Collision

0.038

0.26

neutrons
b
alphas

of stress

crack as a function

tensity

factor AK.

The stresa

defined

by the equation

cycles,

of the stress

intensity

in-

factor

is

From ‘Ikble III it can be seen that the mechanisms

that produce

the largest

stress pulse of rather short
order of 2 to 10 pm.
wavelength

stresses

wavelength,

The atress pulses

have a rather low magnitude.

this difference

in wavelength

favorable

implication

first-wall

material.

produce

a

AK=

of long

where U is the amplitude

I believe

has an important

and

for the fatigue resistance

of

tigue crack and how long it takes a nucleated
to grow to that critical

crack.

If pre-existing

crack

length at which a static

can cause catastrophic
cracks

expansion

(7)

,

the wavelength

Xof

of the cyclic

the stress

stress.

(If

pulse is smaller

than the crack length,a stress intensity factor
1/2
should be used to calcugiven byAKA
= u (n A)
late the rate of growth of a fatigue

The fatigue resistance of a material is deter.
mined both by how long it takes to nucleate a fa-

stress

a (x a)l/2

of the

crack growth
creasing

rate decreases

crack. ‘~

The

very rapidly with de-

value ofAK

for values of growth rate da/dN
-lo
-9
that are below about 10
to 10
mfcycle.
In

other words,

a threshold

effect

seems

to exist for

of the

are in the material

the slow fatigue crack growth stage determines

the

5

smaller

than AKt,

at the threshold

—

10-4

This critical

whereAKt

ia the value ofAK

value of the grcwth rate da/dN.

value A Kt is found by combining

(8) and (9) and setting

da/dN=

10-10

Eqa.

to 10-9m/cYcle.

.

Thus

—

10-5

.
(lo)

= CE ,

AKt

=
c1
-6
~ 10

—

E
z
u
\
: I0-7

where

the constant

For niobium

Young’s modulus

the critical

—

value AKt of the stress

tor for this metal

—

10-a

=

intensity

fac-

is of the order of 0.6 to

For a pre-existing

2 MN n-312.
a

-6

to 2 x 10-’212.
-2
E = 0.1 TN m
. Hence

c = 6.3 x 10

10 p this value ofAKt

crack of half length

corresponds

to a cyclic
-2
120 to 360 MN m

stress amplitude

of approximately

(17 to 52 ksi) .

The experimentally

determined
15
that con-

value of the fatigue limit of niobium
tains 0.001

I0-9

wt%

oxygen

from room temperature
mately

I

I
I

to 600”c

100 to 130 MNm-2

tigue limit of niobium

100

‘ 0 -3/2

AK MN m

in the temperature

that containa

is as high as 42 kai).

of magnitude
critical

Above the threshold

rate is given by the Paris equation

smaller

wavelength

are an order

than the fatigue

stress estimated

a - 10 ~.
value the growth

(The fa-

0.43% oxygen

From Table III it can be seen that the stress

Schematic plot qf crack growth rate, da/dN,
versus stress idtensity factorAK.

the growth of fatigue cracks.

(873 K) is approxi-

(15 to 20 ksi).

levels of pulses of long
Fig. 1.

range

fromAKt

limit or the

for a value of

These long wave stress pulses

produce any fatigue problem

should not

for the firsewall

material.
Some of the stress pulses of short wavelength

da/dN=

C(AK)n

,

(8)

given in Table III do have a very high magnitude,
much higher

where
AK

C and n are constants.

For smaller values of

the value of n is approximately

for larger values

ofAK

equal to 2,and

the value of n is of the

order of 4 (see discussion

in ~f.

the value of 2 the experimentally
13

12).

Nhen n has

determined

value

of C is approximately

critical
pulses

than the measured

stress estimated

fatigue

with AKt.

can cause fatigue cracks

these short wavelength
responding

pulses

to frequencies

to grow.

(of wavelengthacor-

cause only cracks near the inner surface

larger
(9)

than about

stress pulse.

However,

of 0.5 to 2.5 CHz) may

metal shell to grow and then oniy

C=8/nE2,

limit or the
These stress

of the

to a length no

ten times the wavelength

Cracks

in the interior

of the

of the metal

shell may not grew at all.
where

E is Youngls

haa the value of 4,

modulus

of the material.

experimentally

ues14 of C for many materials
3 x 10-3’ N+

To prevent

6

val-

are of the order of

m’.

fatigue failure
cycles

determined

Nhen n

that only cracks near the inner sur-

that the thermoplastic

crack growth and thus

after 106 to 107 or more stress
must be of the order of, or

strongly

attenuated

of the metal

shell.

for the suggestion

extent,

as it travels

is likely

to be

into the interior

(I am indebted

to E. G. Zukaa16

that a short wavelength

atress

0

ia

streaa pulse of short wave-

length and high atreas amplitude

appreciable

the value ofAK

The reason

face may grow, and then only to a limited

.

pulse of high amplitude
after traveling
published

may be strongly

attenuated

only a short distance.)

information

on the internal

The only

friction

a similar

effect on internal

is that of Msson.17

Fatigue
friction

in lead and aluminum

alloys of lead and of aluminum.
lead and pure aluminum

He showed

that in

the internal. friction

in-

as the atress amplitude

ap-

crack growth produced

caacades

may be a serious

wall meterial?2

should be noted
proaches

a value approximately

equal to E/200.

found that the log decrement

6

equal

of internal

to 6 I n).

friction

(Note that the

(It

speculation.

is

No experimental

for or against

this mechanism

to a final length af re-

a crack by 14-MeV neutrons

on aluminum
quires a neutron

alloys

the stress amplitude

before

the region of a rapidly rising

fluence

of fatigue

The growth of

crack growth exists at this time.)

used by Meson,Q -1, is

In the experiments

fluence.
at present

the
evidence

measure

col-

for first

He

of lead reaches

().1.

to the neutron

that this mechanism

only a theoretical
Value of 1 and of alwin~

problem

Fatigtie crack growth by this mech-

anism is proportional
cressea very rapidly

by neutron

and
lision

.’

Cascades

He meas-

T

ured the internal

is to be ex-

at
Collision

high stress amplitude

friction

pected.

12

F given by

had to be increased
internal
af=f3F,

friction with increasing
reached.

The maximum

stress amplitude

internal

friction measured

by
where

Mason on aluminum

f.?
= 1.1x

10-2’ m3/neutron.

In a year’s

time

at 3 pellet microexplosions

per
25

alloys was an order of magnitude
in a LCTR operating

smaller

(11)

was

than that measured

The mechanism

on pure aluminum.

that produces

a high internal

second the fluence at a radius of 2 m ia 6.2 x 10
-2
19
neum
if each pellet produces 3.3 x 10

neutrons
friction

at a high stress amplitude

aluminum

clearly

in lead and
trons.

involves

the motion

This fluence will produce,

(11), cracks of final half length
tions.

It is reasonable

to expect

that high inter-

at high stress

amplitudes

time, therefore,
mtion

is prevented

the metal

of millimeter

There is, therefore,

that the amplitude

stress pulses produced

of a niobium

pulse has traveled

will not grow.

If this does

in the interior

of the metal

Cracks near the inner surface will

grow but only to a length of the order of, or less
than,

10 wavelengths

to 100 W).

of the stress pulse

Experiments

that the internal

are needed

friction

very large at high stress
also should be carried
conditions

*

not decrease

significantly

does indeed become
amplitudes.

Experiments

that irradiation

alloying

of Mason on aluminum
increases

to reach a region
friction.
tion damage

does

The ex-

alloy do show that

the stress amplitude
of a large increase

Since the hardening
is similar

damage

the value of the inter-

nal friction at high stress amplitudes.
periments

(20 ~m

to confirm

out under radiation

to make certain

are
pro-

cascades

does occur,

and if it

value of the constant

f3 in Eq.

(11)

required

in internal

produced

to that produced

be determined.

by at

by the time the atress

10 wavelengths.

fatigue cracks

Rxperimenta

crack growth

at the inner

shell will attenuate

least an order of magnitude

happen

fatigue

a high prob-

should
surface

a high

of the short wavelength
does the actual

thermoelaatic

long cracks.

to decide whether

duced by collision
ability

shell may contain

under
needed

large atresses.

to
In a year’s

to such an
density

that dislocation

to Eq.

will exist

in other metals which are not alloyed
extent

a equal

m or a total length of 1.4 mm.

7 x 10-4
nal friction

according

of disloca-

by radia-

High-Temperature

Fatigue

The average

temperature

outer liquid lithium
the order of 750”c
perature

is slightly

temperature

as far as mechanical
Paris equation

in the metal

shell and

is expected7

to be of

(1024 K or 1400”F).
higher

of niobium

to be in, or almost

considered

blanket

and thus can be considered

in,the high-temperature
properties

of fatigue

appear

Paris equation
perature
melting

generally

is

at low temperatures.
of niobium

crack growth ata

(593°C or 866 K) which

to expect

The

at high

to exist.
However, for s tsin18
et al. have shown that the

describes

temperature.

region

are considered.

crack growth

No data on fatigue crack growth
temperatures

tem-

than 1/3 of the melting

to apply to metals

less steel Shahinian

Thh

is about

It is reasonable,

that the Paris equation

test tem1/2 of the

therefore,

is valid

for

by alloying

7

niobium

at leaat up to the analogoua

fatigue

temperature

(11OO”C or 1373K).

tigue fracture

If the temperature
fracture modes,

important
believe
plied

is relatively

in particular

of grain boundary

Becauae

high other

active.

shell in an LCTR?

the fluctuating

I

not present

ap-

a year’a operation
For niobium20

1253 K) of 9 hours

time at 1800”F

of 17 ksi (120 MN m-2).
plitude

required

In fatigue

tion measurements

during

(980”C or

therefore,

that high

to the first-wall
IV.

ditions

frac-

collision

of energy created

The largest

wavelength,

thermoelas tic stress pulses

stresses

is sufficiently

first-

experlmenta

to which

irradiation

that start

is only a theoretical

of the

of the atreaa in these pulses

Further

cracks.
under

if fa-

time the possiby this

speculation.

If

can cause crack growth,

after a year’s operation,

may

long

growth of these cracks will occur

the relatively

produced

re-

by 14-MeV neutron

At the present

material,

con-

to determine

can be produced

cascades

also

of the material.

crack growth produced

collision

first-wall

fric-

damage

contain a very high density of millimeter

occur in short

at the inner wall and mnve into the interior
The magnitude

neutron

in an

in the metal

to the metal

that do have high damping

friction

friction

cascadea.

bility of fatigue

cyclic stresses

they will

to find suita-

out under radiation

tigue crack growth

any serious problem

wall shell.

metal.

or coatings
Internal

Experi.menta slao are needed

material.

bursta

*

by

that internal

material

to check the extent

mechsniam

The periodic

recommended

duces the internal

s UMMARY

LCTR will produce

fatigue problem

first-wall

should be carried

the stress am-

temperature

ble materials
properties.

rupture

ture in fatigue will present

traveled

be made at a high atreaa smpli-

tude of possible

in the same
19
length of time will be much greater.
It does
not appear,

to produce

It ia strongly

cer-

to a atstic atreaa

corresponds

rapidly with distance

a serious

it is

atresa Pulses

shell.

of an LCTR ia leas than 9 hours.

a rupture

However,

shell.

If the pulses are so attenuated

I don’t

me for one pellet microexplo-

aion, the total time the atresa ia present

are attenuated
the wave.

stresses

of the metal

early failure by fa-

that these short wavelength

Are they

to the ahel.1 are of such short duration,

tainly leas than

likely

growth and coeleacence

voids, 19 become

for a niobium

ao.

cracks and consequently

low magnitude

by the mechanisms

listed

cyclic streasea
in Table

III.

large to cause rapid growth of

APPENDIX
STRESS PULSE PRODUCED

The moving
sudden heating

elasticity

of a thin surface

fuaivity

For niobium

of magnitude

2 to 10 ~)

Dt/cA the characteristic

interval

8

thermolayer

the distance

of thermal

dif-

of longitudinal
4 mm, a length

in this report.
distance

(Dtt)

If d >>
l/2
for ther-

with d for the time

t = d/cA that is required
d.

using

than the value of d(d z

ia small compared

to travel a distance
produced

d of the surface

Dt/cA=

smaller

considered

mal diffusion

dynamic

is large compared with

and CA fa the velocity

sound waves.
orders

theory of uncoupled

Dt is the coefficient

Dt/ciwhere

by a

layer of an infi-

ia easily determined

if the thickness

that is heated

HEATING

atresa pulse that ia produced

nite elastic half apace
the approximate

BY SUDDENLY

for a sound wave

Thus time variation

by thermal diffusion

effects

are insignificant

A SURFACE LAYER OF AN INFINITE

compared with ordinary
elastic wave.

time variation

The problem

into a spherical

with

stress pulse is essentially
elastic

effects

of a atress

shell whose

ness are large compared

HALF SPACE

in an

pulse moving

inner radiua and thickthe wavelength

of the

the same problem

for an

half space.

Use
permits

of coupled

dynamic

the calculation

thermoelaaticity

theory

of the thermoelaatic

dsmping

(internal

friction) of the stress pulse as it travela
21-23
the half apace .
The maximum value of

through

the log decrement

ia approximately

coupling

(Ref. 22, page 393; Ref. 23, page

501) .

constant

The thermoelaatic

longitudinal
expreaaion

waves

coupling

equal

to the

constant

for plane

ia equal to the dimensionless

(3A + 21J)2 at2To/(A+

and p are the Lame elastic

2P)

constants,

PC

where

To is the

L

reference
specific

heat, and CYt is the linear

thermal
stant

temperature , p is the density,

expansion.

For niobium

ia equal to 0.02.

damping

distance

of magnitude

smaller

the surface

layer

from the sur-

of the hel f space.

(O ~x~d)

ia heat~d

time t = O and its temperature
amount AT.

The material

in the surface

x = o and at x = d), the stress U
to any plane parallel

per-

suddenly

for x-d-cAt
placement

0=

0

:-

layer initi-

u

the sur-

wave of constant

(x = d) the stress u
this latter value will

the compressive

ment produced
originates

= O.

travels in the negative

interior
has

atress pulse

displacement

= - [Uo/2(A + 2P)]

forx+d-cAt<Oand

stress wave
The elastic

a2ux/ax2

=

‘2
CA

stress pulse

pression
surface

2d/cA the total stress US

starts at the free sur-

satisfies

u

of this
x
the wave

a2u/at2)
x

x

= [uo/(a+211)]

(x-

Cxt)

stress

in the reflected

in

cancels

waves

the stress

(A-2) is canceled

in the compressive

given by Eqa. (A-3) and (A-5).

by

stress

ln the region

[(t/ck) - d < x < (t/ck)] a compressive
-0./2 exists and ie followed

W

wave given

< [(t/cL) - 2d] the

of the tensile wave given by Eq.

stress U=

in the region

=

[(t/cA)

- 2d] < x < [(t/cX) –] by a tensile stress Un=Uo/2.

( A-2)

heating

consists

= O for x-ckt > 0. The atress
x
in this tensile wave is constant and is equal to

of length d.

= (1+2B)
(a ux/a x) = do. Acompreasive
wave
xx
starts at t = O from the boundary x = d and moves
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direction.

the stress

stress axx also is equal to zero because

for x-cAt ~ O and u

in the positive

the h-ted

in the wave given by Eq. (A-4) iS canceled

stress

stress wave produced

of an initial

pulse of length d followed

!

0.
the ex-

the thermal stress given by Eq. (A-1) and the tensile

by Eq. (A-5). In the region d~x

(A-S)

~

layer is equal to zero because

that alao

See Eqs.

displacement

(A-5)

with

the tensile wave given by Eq. (A-1) exactlY

Thus the traveling
u

in

displace-

ux=Oforx+d-cAt>

the compressive

at the same time and

wave is given by (and obviously

travels

(X + d - CAt)

At a time t that is large compared

the sum of the stresses

face at t = O.

equation

x

displace-

end (A-4).
A tensile

wave

and has the elastic

(when t > dlck)

between

and travels in a

x direction.

direction

At the

Only if u=

an elastic

This reflected

= -0.12.

stress U

(A-1)

to the elastic

in the tensile

at this boundary

The tensile wave given by

as a compressive

= - 0./2.

at x = d that is identical

Forx-d+~t~O

for x - d i- cAt >Oandx<d.

and is reflected

layer and the unheated

produce

(A-4 )

d+cAt)

at time t = dlci

21J) AT .

at this boundary

(X-

that acts nor-

(x = O) the traction must

x direction

2P)]

the free surface

At the boundary

that originates

is equal to

Ux = O.

surface of the half space

positive

displacement

the diaplacemsnt

of the half apace u=

surface

x direction.

and is equal to

Eq. (A-4) reaches

vanish

the heated

= [Uo/2(~+

x

the positive

and thus IJxx = O.

in the negative

The elastic

u
In the interior

> 0 the dis-

(that is, at

to the half space sur-

Ixt(3X+

For x-d-tit

A tensile wave also starts at

in this wave is constant

‘ 0.12.

ment
0

< 0 and x > d.

Ux = O.

The stress

at

face must equal. at t = O

.-

(A-3)

(x - d - ckt)

by the

Within

face layer, but not on its boundaries

u

+ 2P)]

Suppose

is increased

ally will not have time to expand.

mally

Ux = -[uo/2(~

t = O at x = d and moves

measured

face of the elastic half space in a direction
to surface

displace-

ment in this wave ia given by

possible

in this report.

Let x represent

pendicular

of

The elastic

con-

only for stress pulses

that are orders

than those considered

= - 0./2.

and ia equal to U

is only 0.02 and this

cons tant is attained

wavelength

coefficient

the coupling

Hence the maximum

value of the log decrement

of

C ie the

Its stress is constant

1.

by the sudden

compressive

by a tensile

stress

strese pulse
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